
Native American Musical Instruments 

Preparation: 

Print 3-part card pages on cardstock.  

Laminate label cards (optional).  

Print student booklet on printing paper as many copies as necessary. 

Cut cards.  

Gather erasable pen and playdough (optional), books on native American 

culture, pencils, stapler.  

 

Presentation:  

Set the poster on display. 

Read books and show videos on various Native American musical 

instruments.  

Play ‘guess the instrument’ game-   

Play recordings of instruments and invite the students to lift up cards with the 

instrument they hear. 

Lay labelled cards in a column and name each instrument. 

Invite the student to find the corresponding picture cards and place them 

next to the labeled card. 

Then find corresponding label card and trace it. 

 

Student booklet – follow up activity – Invite the student to color and label 

instruments or dictate for the educator to write down labels. 
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Thank you for giving this printable a try! I trust it is helpful in your classroom! 
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